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Three-dimensional finite element modeling of ligaments:
Technical aspects
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Abstract11

The objective of this paper is to describe strategies for addressing technical aspects of the computational modeling of ligaments with the
finite element (FE) method. Strategies for FE modeling of ligament mechanics are described, differentiating between whole-joint models
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Ond models of individual ligaments. Common approaches to obtain three-dimensional ligament geometry are reviewed, with an
n techniques that rely on volumetric medical image data. Considerations for the three-dimensional constitutive modeling of liga
eviewed in the context of ligament composition and structure. A novel approach to apply in situ strain to FE models of ligaments is
nd test problems are presented that demonstrate the efficacy of the approach. Approaches for the verification and validation of
odels are outlined. The paper concludes with a discussion of future research directions.
2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IPEM.
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. Introduction

The skeletal ligaments are short bands of tough fibrous
onnective tissue that bind bones together across joints.
heir mechanical function is to guide normal joint motion
nd restrict abnormal joint movement. These functions are
ssisted by the congruent geometry of the articulating joint
urfaces and musculotendinous forces. Ligaments can be
ubjected to extreme stress while performing their role in
estricting abnormal joint motions and can be damaged or
ompletely disrupted when overloaded. Excessive stretching
r disruption can result in gross joint instability, resulting

n altered joint kinematics, altered load distribution, and
ncreased vulnerability to injury of other ligaments and mus-
uloskeletal tissues. Eventually, degenerative joint disease

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 801 587 7833; fax: +1 801 585 5361.
E-mail address:jeff.weiss@utah.edu (J.A. Weiss).

1 Present address: MacInnis Engineering Associates, Lake Forest, CA,
SA.

may result from alterations in load bearing and joint k
matics.

Because ligamentous instability can greatly restrict
activity level of an individual and may result in degenera
disease, basic and applied research efforts have examin
ament injury mechanisms, techniques for ligament repai
reconstruction, and rehabilitation methods for use durin
healing period. These studies have helped to elucidate d
of the natural history of ligament injury and healing fr
biomechanical, histological, and biochemical viewpoi
However, fundamental mechanical questions regardin
role of individual ligaments, the mechanisms of ligam
injury, and the efficacy of reparative/reconstructive pro
dures persist. This is partially due to inherent limitation
experimental studies such as their high cost, low sensit
and the difficulties associated with accurate measureme
basic kinematic and mechanical quantities, both in vivo a
vitro. The use of computational methods for the study of j
mechanics can elucidate ligament function and yield in
mation that is difficult or impossible to obtain experiment
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[2–6]. In particular, the finite element (FE) method offers the35

ability to predict spatial and temporal variations in stress,36

strain, and contact area/forces. The FE method also provides a37

standardized framework for parameter studies, such as evalu-38

ation of multiple clinical treatments. Further, subject-specific39

FE modeling of ligament stress–strain behavior can poten-40

tially accommodate the large intersubject variability in joint41

kinematics and resting ligament tensions, which can limit the42

sensitivity of experimental and clinical investigations[7].43

The vast majority of studies that have employed com-44

putational methods to examine ligament mechanics have45

used a one-dimensional representation of ligament geome-46

try [3,8–10]. This entails using either single- or multiple-line47

elements[10] while allowing load transfer to bones at single48

or multiple points[11]. A one-dimensional representation49

requires only a few parameters to control load-elongation50

behavior, and overall in situ tension can be specified with51

a single scalar value. This approach has proved useful for52

predicting joint kinematics under the application of external53

loads (e.g.,[12]), but it possesses several significant short-54

comings: (1) nonuniform, 3D stresses and strains cannot55

be predicted, and (2) multiple sets of parameters and ini-56

tial tensions routinely produce nearly identical predictions of57

joint kinematics. Ligaments are subjected to highly nonuni-58

form deformations in vivo that result from a combination of59

tension, shear, bending, and compression[13,14], and the60
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the sheer complexity of such models makes this approach88

difficult to implement and the resulting models are nearly89

impossible to validate without detailed experimental studies.90

In the second approach, a single ligament is represented in the91

FE model. The motion of the ligament insertion sites, or alter-92

natively the bones to which it is attached, is prescribed based93

on experimental kinematic measurements[6,7,23–25]. This 94

approach provides predictions of ligament stresses, strains,95

insertion site forces and load transfer to the bones via contact,96

but not joint kinematics, since the motion of the bones must97

be prescribed. FE models of this kind are considerably easier98

to implement and validate. Since the overall stiffness char-99

acteristics of joints from different donors/animals routinely100

differ by a factor of two or more, this approach generally101

requires subject-specific measurements of joint kinematics102

[7]. 103

3. Ligament geometry for computational models 104

3.1. Geometry acquisition 105

The acquisition of accurate geometry for the ligament(s)106

and possibly the bones is a fundamental requirement for the107

construction of three-dimensional FE models of ligaments.108

Laser scanning and medical imaging are the primary tech-109
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egional contribution of a ligament to joint stability chan
ith joint orientation[15–20]. A three-dimensional FE mo
ling approach is required to capture these characterist

Three-dimensional FE modeling of ligament stress–s
ehavior is complicated by highly anisotropic, nonlin
aterial behavior, large deformations and complex geom
nd boundary conditions. The objectives of this paper a
escribe strategies for addressing these important tec
spects of the computational modeling of ligaments with
E method. In particular, this paper describes strategie
E modeling of ligament mechanics, methods for obtai

igament geometry for computational models, considera
or the constitutive modeling of ligaments, the representa
f in situ strains in FE models of ligaments, and the verifi

ion and validation of ligament FE models. Focus is pla
n techniques that can be used when representing liga
ith three-dimensional continuum or shell elements.

. Strategies for representing ligaments in joint
odels

Two strategies have been used for the three-dimens
E analysis of ligament mechanics. In the first approa
odel of the entire joint is constructed, including all supp

ng soft tissue structures[21,22]. The influence of arbitrar
xternal loads and/or displacements on joint kinematics

igament mechanics can then be studied. This approac
redict joint kinematics, ligament stresses, strains, inse
ite forces and load transfer to the bones via contact. How
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R
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iques that have been used for this purpose. Laser sca
an be very accurate, but cannot differentiate betwee

igament of interest and surrounding bone and soft ti
tructures. Further, it can only digitize geometry that is v
le directly from the laser source. Both magnetic reson

maging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) have b
sed to acquire ligament geometry[7,26]. MRI can provide
etailed images of soft tissue structure in diarthrodial jo

t should be noted that standard clinical MRI pulse seque
o not result in images that have any substantial signa

igament. Rather, the structure of ligament is defined by a
f signal. This is primarily due to the rapid decay of sig

ntensity from collagen[11]. Reducing echo time (TE) belo
ms is an important consideration for obtaining image
ollagen-containing structures. Dual echo spoiled gra
SPGR) pulse sequences (e.g., TE1 =∼1 ms, TE2 =∼8 ms)
an be used to obtain MR signal from ligaments[27–29]
Fig. 1). However, these sequences are not commonly a
ble in commercial scanner software at this time.

When compared to MRI, CT yields superior spatial re
ution and a better signal-to-noise ratio. Further, CT prov
xcellent images of the bones around the joint, which o
ust be included in FE models of ligaments to represen
ment wrapping and insertion site geometry. Soft tiss
isible in standard CT images, but there is little differe
n the signal between soft tissues, and thus, it can be
ult to distinguish the boundaries of a specific ligamen
n intact joint (Fig. 1). For experiments on cadaveric tiss

his problem can be circumvented by performing a deta
issection of the ligament before imaging. Even with s
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Fig. 1. Volumetric images of the human medial collateral ligament obtained from MRI (left) and CT (right). MR image geometry: Cropped to 180× 340
(56 mm× 106 mm), 0.8 mm slice thickness; T2 processed dual echo image, TE1 = 1.63 ms, TE2 = 8.61 ms. CT image geometry: 512× 512 acquisition matrix,
100 mm FOV, 1 mm slice thickness.

an approach, the exact location of the insertion sites can be140

difficult to determine, both with MRI and CT. To facilitate141

segmentation of ligaments and their insertions to bone in CT142

images, we use 30-gauge copper wire to mark the insertion143

sites before imaging (Fig. 2).144

Fig. 2. Photograph of test setup for simultaneous measurement of MCL
strain and knee joint kinematics. Eighteen markers (2.38 mm dia.) were
adhered to the MCL for strain measurement. Femoral and tibial kinematic
blocks, each with three kinematic markers (4.75 mm diameter), were affixed
to the cortical bone. The kinematic blocks provide a means to measure joint
k th the
c rtion
s

It is often desirable to perform comparisons between FE145

predictions of joint kinematics or ligament strains and exper-146

imental measurements. Further, to drive FE models of indi-147

vidual ligaments as described above, one must be able to148

specify the initial relative orientation and position of bones149

to correspond with experimental measurements. The spatial150

configuration of the bones and/or ligaments that are obtained151

from medical image data must be registered with experimen-152

tally measured orientations. Since it is difficult to ensure that153

a joint is in the same position for medical imaging that it154

was during an experiment, fiducial markers must be placed155

on the bones before imaging[30]. Consideration should be 156

given to the materials that are used to construct such fidu-157

cials so that they do not produce artifact in the image data.158

In our laboratory, we have used plastic markers attached to159

the bones with nylon screws (Fig. 2). The three-dimensional 160

coordinates of the markers can be determined from seg-161

mentation of the image data, and their coordinates can be162

tracked during experiments using a motion analysis system163

[31]. 164

3.2. Segmentation and geometry reconstruction 165

Extraction of the geometry of ligaments from CT or166

MRI data is performed by first segmenting the boundary167

o be168

f ites169

w h an170
C
Oinematics during experimental testing and to register the CT data wi

onfiguration of the knee during experimental kinematic testing. Inse
ites were marked with 30 gauge copper wire.
U
N
 JJBE 999 1–1

f the structure. For in vitro studies using CT, this can
acilitated by marking the boundaries of the insertion s
ith copper wire, as described above. Even with suc
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Fig. 3. (A) Single CT image slice through the distal femur showing manual segmentation of the MCL (red curve). Top of image is medial, left side of image is
anterior. (B) Anterior view of isosurfaces of the femur and tibia extracted from the volumetric CT data using marching cubes. (C) Medial view of hexahedral
FE meshes of the femur, MCL and tibia created from manually segmented contours of MCL and isosurfaces of femur and tibia.

approach, it is still generally necessary to perform manual171

(or semi-automatic) segmentation of ligament boundaries172

[6,7,23,32,33](Fig. 3A). There are numerous software pack-173

ages available for this purpose. We have obtained excellent174

results with the Surfdriver (www.surfdriver.com) and Amira175

(www.amiravis.com) software packages. Once the ligament176

of interest is segmented in the 3D image dataset, polygonal177

surfaces may be generated by either lacing together stacks178

of closed bounded contours[34] or by performing isosurface179

extraction on a binarized version of the segmented image180

dataset (Fig. 3B). If only the exterior geometry of the bones181

is needed (to model contact and wrapping of ligaments with182

bony surfaces), automatic segmentation via isosurface extrac-183

tion can be performed with CT data. In our own research,184

we have used the marching cubes algorithm[35] to extract185

polygonal surfaces for the femur and tibia[7]. This tech-186

nique produces a polygonal surface with an extremely large187

number of triangles, but reduction of the number of tri-188

angles can be achieved by using a decimation algorithm189

(e.g,[36]).190

3.3. FE mesh generation191

FE analysis of ligaments demands the use of element192

formulations that are accurate and robust for finite defor-193

m exa-194

h s for195

F xahe196

d earch197

w iv-198

e are199

i ones200

are to be modeled as rigid bodies (an assumption that facili-201

tates the application of experimentally measured kinematics202

to drive the motion of the bones), the polygons that represent203

the bone surfaces may be used directly to define the bone sur-204

faces using rigid triangular shell elements[37]. FE meshes 205

for the ligaments are constructed using a standard mapped206

meshing approach (Fig. 3C). 207

Formulations for tetrahedral elements that are accurate for208

finite deformations have been reported recently[38,39]. As 209

these elements become widely available, mesh generation for210

ligaments may be greatly simplified by direct meshing of the211

closed polygonal surfaces with tetrahedrons. 212

Although hexahedral and tetrahedral elements are appro-213

priate to discretize many ligaments, some ligaments are very214

thin, and thus, an inordinately large number of solid elements215

are needed to maintain reasonable element aspect ratios. Fur-216

ther, lower-order hexahedral elements tend to provide too217

stiff a response in bending for thin structures. An alternative218

approach is the use of shell elements. There are several shell219

element formulations that are valid for finite deformations220

(e.g.,[40,41]). Shells have the advantage of providing more221

accurate simulation of bending behavior for thin structures222

(most brick element formulations are too stiff in bending).223

Mesh generation is considerably easier with shell elements224

than with solid elements and thickness may be assigned225

pointwise to shell elements. Further, they reduce the overall226

n s. As227

a ferior228

g nte-229

r n 230

r sular231

l

U
N

C
O

Rations. Historically, this has mandated the use of h
edral elements. Many commercial software package
E mesh generation accommodate the generation of he
ral meshes using mapping approaches. In our own res
e have used TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, L
rmore, CA). The geometries of bones and ligaments

mported into the software as polygonal surfaces. If the b
JJBE 999 1–1

-
,

umber of degrees of freedom in the system of equation
n example, we have used shell elements to model the in
lenohumeral ligament (IGHL) of the shoulder under a
ior loading of the humerus[42] (Fig. 4A). Shell elements ca
epresent the extensive folding that occurs in many cap
igaments, such as the IGHL (Fig. 4B).

http://www.surfdriver.com/
http://www.amiravis.com/
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the use of shell elements for FE modeling of ligaments: (A) inferior view of an FE mesh of the inferior glenohumeral ligament of the
shoulder, constructed from CT data. Scapula (left) and humerus (right) are shown in grey, IGHL (center) is shown in red, and cartilage is shown in yellow. Bone
surfaces were imported directly into the FE preprocessing software and modeled as rigid triangular shells. The IGHL was represented with quadrilateral shell
elements, and the cartilage was represented with hexahedral elements. Contact surfaces were defined between the IGHL and both the bones and cartilage. (B)
1st principal strain in the IGHL due to anterior translation of the humerus with respect to the scapula. The FE model was driven by experimentally measured
kinematics of the bones during application of anterior loading by an orthopedic surgeon.

4. Constitutive modeling of ligaments232

4.1. General considerations233

Constitutive equations are used to describe the mechan-234

ical behavior of ideal materials through specification of the235

dependence of stress on variables, such as the deformation236

gradient, rate of deformation, temperature, and pressure. The237

accurate description and prediction of the three-dimensional238

mechanical behavior of ligaments by constitutive equations239

remains one of the challenges for computational modeling.240

The development and application of these constitutive models241

relies on an understanding of ligament structure and function,242

and knowledge of available experimental data. This section243

focuses on three-dimensional constitutive models for liga-244

ments.245

4.2. Structure and function of ligaments246

Ligaments are highly anisotropic due to their fibrous struc-247

ture. The degree of anisotropy can vary substantially between248

different types of ligaments[43–45] and the fiber orienta-249

tion generally represents an adaptation to the mechanical250

environment. For instance, the collagen fibers in the cruci-251

ate ligaments of the knee are highly aligned with the long252

a lig-253
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b ents256
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r long261
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a hing263

o wed264

w d in265

c gion.266

The first approach uses numerous linear or bilinear elastic267

elements that are sequentially recruited to yield the nonlinear268

shape of the toe region. The second approach assumes that269

the toe region arises due to the wavy geometry of the collagen270

fibers. 271

A simplified explanation for the upwardly concave272

stress–strain behavior of ligaments was proposed by Viidik273

and Ekholm[53] and subsequently presented in more detail274

by Frisen et al.[54,55]. The elastic response of ligaments was275

represented by numerous individual linearly elastic compo-276

nents, each of which represented a collagen fibril of different277

initial length in its unloaded and crimped form. As the lig-278

ament was loaded, additional fibrils were recruited yielding279

the nonlinear behavior characteristic of the toe region. At280

higher loads, all the fibrils were loaded and the ligament281

stress–strain curve became linear. This approach provides a282

compact description of the uniaxial response of ligaments.283

Many subsequent models have used a similar assumption284

[48,49,56–64]. 285

Others have represented the toe region as arising from286

the inherent crimp in collagen fibers. Diamant et al.[49] pro- 287

posed a microstructural model for ligaments and tendons that288

represented the collagen crimp structure with straight elastic289

segments joined by rigid hinges. A similar structural model290

was developed for human patellar tendons by Stouffer et al.291

[65]. The collagen crimp pattern was represented by a kine-292
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ment of the shoulder varies considerably with location[46].
ollagen provides the primary resistance to tensile loa
ut offers negligible resistance to compression. Ligam
ffer little resistance to bending, as illustrated by the fact

hey will fold under their own weight when held vertica
rom the bottom.

All ligaments possess a toe region (an upwardly con
egion) in the stress–strain curve for uniaxial loading a
he predominant fiber direction[44,47–52]. The disappea
nce of this toe region is associated with the extinguis
f the crimp pattern in collagen fibers that can be vie
ith polarized light[53]. Two approaches have been use
onstitutive models to represent the origins of the toe re
JJBE 999 1–1

atic chain composed of short elements connected by
nd torsion springs. A light microscope system was us
easure crimp pattern at different positions and under

erent loads to quantify model parameters. Individual
arameters were defined as functions of position to acc

or variations in crimp pattern. Comninou and Yannas[48]
sed a sinusoidal waveform to model the collagen c
tructure. Constitutive equations for uniaxial extension w
ormulated for a single fiber, as well as for a bundle of fib
mbedded in a matrix. A constant crimp configuration
ssumed that restricted this model to small strains. L

57,62] also proposed a structural model for biological
issues that directly modeled the collagen fibrils.
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Our laboratory examined changes in crimp period with306

applied tensile strain in rat tail tendons[50]. Results clearly307

demonstrated that the complete disappearance of crimp coin-308

cided with the end of the toe region. However, results also309

showed that the disappearance of crimp was not simulta-310

neous in different regions of the tendon. Taken together,311

these observations support the hypothesis that the wavy,312

crimped geometry of the collagen fibril results in the non-313

linearity in the toe region of the stress–strain curve in lig-314

aments and tendons, but that the change in length of indi-315

vidual fibrils is spatially nonuniform with increasing tensile316

strain.317

Ligaments have time- and history-dependent viscoelas-318

tic properties that arise from the interaction of water with319

the ground substance matrix and the inherent viscoelasticity320

of the solid phase. There have been numerous experimental321

investigations of the viscoelastic nature of ligaments (e.g.,322

[51,66–74]). The loading and unloading curves of ligaments323

under tension do not follow the same path. Rather, a hys-324

teresis loop is observed during cyclic tensile testing due to325

internal energy loss. Creep, an increase in deformation over326

time under a constant load, and stress relaxation, a reduc-327

tion in stress over time under a constant deformation can328

both be observed in ligaments[66]. The effects of condi-329

tions, such as temperature[71] and hydration level[69] on330

the viscoelastic behavior of ligaments, has also been investi-331
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to flow in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse362

direction. Experiments in our laboratory on human MCL363

demonstrated that permeability transverse to the collagen364

fiber direction is slightly less than values reported for bovine365

articular cartilage, while at strains of 30% permeability was366

two to three times lower than that of bovine articular carti-367

lage[77,81]. The contribution of fluid flow to the viscoelastic368

properties of ligaments is an area where further research is369

needed. 370

The material surrounding the collagen in ligaments is often371

referred to as the “ground substance”. It is composed of372

proteoglycans (PGs), glycolipids and fibroblasts and holds373

large amounts of water[82]. Proteoglycans consist of a pro-374

tein core and one or more glycosaminoglycan side chains.375

Some proteoglycans aggregate with hyaluronic acid to form376

hydrophilic molecules. This interaction is responsible in part377

for the large amount of bound and unbound water in ligament:378

water typically comprises 60 to 70% of the total weight of379

normal ligaments[78,83,84]. 380

Ligaments contain predominantly the small leucine-rich381

proteoglycans (SLRPs), such as the proteodermatan sul-382

phates (e.g., decorin, biglycan) and proteokeratan sulphates383

of molecular mass∼100 kDA. Approximately 50% of their 384

mass is protein, with the rest being anionic glycosamino-385

glycans (aGAGs). In normal ligaments, decorin is the most386

abundant proteoglycan, accounting for about 80%[85]. The 387
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ated. The variation of ligament stress–strain behavior
train rate is another indicator of the viscoelastic na
f the tissue. Woo et al.[75] compared the material pro
rties of rabbit medial collateral ligaments (MCLs) tes
t five different strain rates. Results showed that cha

n strain rate of over four orders of magnitude had r
ively small effects on ligament material properties. Ten
trength and ultimate strain increased slightly with incr
ng strain rate while tangent modulus remained essen
nchanged. We recently reported the strain- and freque
ependent viscoelastic behavior of the human MCL in
ion along its longitudinal and transverse directions,
nder shear along the fiber direction[74]. The results of thi
tudy support the conclusions of previous studies reg
ng small but significant increases in the effective mo
us/dynamic stiffness of ligaments with increasing rate
oading.

Although often assumed to be incompressible due to
igh water content, experimental evidence suggests
ents undergo some volume change during deforma

76]. This volume change may occur due to fluid exuda
77,78]or as a result of inherent compressibility of the s
hase. Due to the limited availability of experimental d
escribing interstitial fluid flow in ligaments and tendons,
odels have been used to gain a better understanding

ow behavior[79,80]. Chen et al.[80] created a microstru
ural model to study interstitial flow parallel and transve
o the collagen fibril direction, based on previously meas
alues for fibril diameter and water content. Results i
ated that ligaments are likely to be much more perme
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emainder is composed of biglycan, fibromodulin, vers
nd aggrecan. All of these proteoglycans are express
ormal and healing ligaments[86]. Decorin carries a sin
le dermatan sulphate side chain, while biglycan binds
hains of dermatan sulphate or chondroitin sulphate[87–89].
ecorin binds to type I collagen, while biglycan shows
ffinity [90,91]. The glycan tails form antiparallel aggrega
etween their protein carriers, which are attached to c
en fibrils at binding sites occurring regularly along the fi

88,90–93].
The main functions that have been attributed to

eoglycans are regulation of fibril growth and mechan
trengthening of the overall ligament or tendon. These
osed functions are primarily based on the analysis of tis

rom mice that possess a targeted disruption in the de
ene[94–99]. Studies of tendons during development h
hown that PG content is inversely proportional to fibril dia
ter[89]. Graham demonstrated that PGs inhibit side-to-

usion of collagen fibrils[100]. The mechanical functio
f proteoglycan-based fibril–fibril crosslinks is less cl
roteoglycan deficiency does not alter the elastic uni

ensile mechanical properties of tendon (ultimate load,
ile strength, stiffness or modulus) when tested along
redominant fiber direction[94,101]. The elastic propertie
f decorin-deficient tendons when tested along their
irection appear to be unaffected[94]. Additional researc

s needed to elucidate the contribution of proteoglycan
igament material properties, and thus provide a basi
mproved constitutive models to study normal, injured
iseased ligaments.
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4.3. Three-dimensional elastic constitutive models417

As described earlier, the material behavior of ligaments418

is relatively insensitive to strain rate over several decades419

of variation. In addition, these tissues reach a “precondi-420

tioned” state following cyclic loading, after which there is421

a minimal amount of hysteresis. This has prompted many422

investigators to develop three-dimensional constitutive mod-423

els that represent ligaments as nonlinear elastic. Beskos and424

Jenkins[102] proposed a continuum model that represented425

tendon as a fiber-reinforced composite. Inextensible fibers426

were arranged in a helical pattern and were embedded in an427

incompressible, hollow right circular cylinder. Ault and Hoff-428

mann[103,104]developed a three-dimensional constitutive429

law for soft connective tissues that used a linearly elastic,430

composite materials approach. Lanir[64] used a strain energy431

approach to form a continuum model for fibrous connective432

tissue. The model described an incompressible composite433

of undulating collagen fibers embedded in a fluid matrix.434

The model assumed that the collagen fibers buckle under435

a compressive load and the unfolding of the fibers during436

deformation squeezed the matrix, resulting in an internal437

hydrostatic pressure. Hurschler et al.[105] proposed a three-438

dimensional model for tendon and ligament that included439

both micro structural and tissue level aspects. Similar to the440

approach of Lanir[64], it was assumed that the fibrils con-441
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between different locations within the tissue. Viscoelastic470

effects are also important when considering cyclic loading471

[74,111], creep, stress relaxation[108,112], or when studying 472

tissue pathologies that alter viscoelastic behavior[113–117]. 473

The time- and history-dependent behavior of ligaments474

has been the topic of many experimental studies of liga-475

ments, and viscoelasticity has been incorporated into several476

three-dimensional constitutive models for ligaments. Lanir477

[118] extended his structural elastic model to incorporate478

three-dimensional viscoelasticity theory[119]. Viscoelastic- 479

ity was similarly added to the structural model of Decraemer480

et al.[120] by assuming internal friction between fibers, and481

between fibers and the surrounding matrix. The damping was482

introduced by assigning linear viscoelastic properties to the483

fibers with a relaxation function. Sanjeevi et al.[121,122] 484

described the viscoelastic behavior of biological soft tissues485

with an equation similar to that of a Voigt-type spring and486

dashpot model. Dehoff[123] and Bingham and Dehoff[124] 487

modified a continuum-based constitutive equation that had488

been used to characterize the nonlinear viscoelasticity of489

polymers to describe the behavior of soft biological tissues.490

Ligaments were modeled as isotropic viscoelastic with fading491

memory. 492

Recent studies have based ligament viscoelasticity on493

nonlinear theories. Johnson’s[125] single integral finite 494

strain (SIFS) model describes finite deformation of a non-495
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ributed to strain energy only when in tension, and the
ontribution of the matrix was a hydrostatic pressure. A p
bility distribution function was used to describe the in
rientation of the collagen fibers in the tissue.

Our laboratory developed a structurally motivated c
inuum model to represent ligaments and tendons as n
ncompressible, transversely isotropic, hyperelastic ma
ls [106–108]. The formulation used an uncoupled str
nergy approach that allowed for a relatively straigh
ard FE implementation of the model. The model form

ation also allowed for easy determination of matrix
ber family material coefficients from experimental test
44]. The model assumed that ligaments are locally tr
ersely isotropic as a result of a single family of colla
bers, and these fibers resist elongation and may int
ith each other and the matrix[107,108]. The constitutive
odel was applied successfully to describe and predict t
imensional strains in the human medial collateral ligam
sing subject-specific FE models[7]. This constitutive mode
as been adopted by other investigators[6,32] to describe th
aterial behavior of the anterior cruciate ligament in the

ext of FE simulations.

.4. Three-dimensional viscoelastic constitutive models

Although the effective modulus of ligaments is relativ
nsensitive to strain rate[74,108,109], viscoelasticity may b
mportant when studying the response of joints to high-
oading or impact scenarios[110]. In these situations, the ra
f loading experienced by ligaments may vary dramatic
 P
R

O

JJBE 999 1–1

inearly viscoelastic material within the context of a thr
imensional model. The specific form describing unia
xtension was obtained, and the idea of conversion
ne material to another (at a microscopic level) was

ntroduced to model the nonlinear behavior of ligaments
endons. Pioletti et al.[126] introduced a framework bas
n elastic and viscous potentials. The resulting constit

aw is valid for large deformations and satisfies the pri
les of thermodynamics. Quaglini et al.[127] combined an
nisotropic strain energy function and a discrete time bl
ox dynamic model, borrowed from the theory of sys

dentification, to describe the time-dependent behavior o
issues. Bischoff et al.[128]developed a rheological netwo
odel using an orthotropic hyperelastic constitutive m

or fibrous tissue and a viscoelastic reptation model for
aterials. Although a number of three-dimensional theo

or nonlinear ligament viscoelasticity have been develo
here is still a need for experimental studies on ligament
oelasticity that can provide the material coefficients tha
ecessary for anisotropic viscoelastic constitutive mode

.5. Material coefficients for subject-specific modeling
f ligaments

The use of anisotropic and/or viscoelastic constitu
odels to describe the material behavior of ligam

equires the specification of a potentially large numbe
aterial coefficients. Complete data for these material c

cients are not available in the literature. In the contex
nisotropic constitutive models, the material coefficients
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not be obtained from a single material test configuration (e.g.,524

a uniaxial tensile test)[44,128,129]. Similar problems exist525

for viscoelastic models, which may also be anisotropic in the526

elastic response or the viscoelastic response[51,128–131].527

For in vitro studies, it is possible to perform multiple material528

tests on individual ligaments to obtain material coefficients529

for subject-specific modeling of ligament mechanics with530

anisotropic elastic consitutive models[7]. This approach is531

clearly not possible for models based on in vivo image data.532

Our laboratory has demonstrated that population-average533

material coefficients can provide reasonable predictions of534

strain in subject-specific FE models of the medial collateral535

ligament in the human knee[7]. However, this approach has536

yet to be evaluated for predictions of stress and insertion site537

forces.
538

5. In situ strain539

When a ligament is separated from one or both of its540

insertions to bone, it will retract. The strain distribution that541

corresponds to that tension will be referred to herein as the542

in situ strain[19,132]. This terminology is used to differen-543

tiate it from residual strain/stress, which results from inter-544

nal forces that are self-equilibrated without any externally545

applied boundary conditions. In the ligaments of diarthro-546
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Fig. 5. Schematic of kinematic configurations used to describe the total
deformation gradientF0→ r as a multiplicative decomposition. State “0”
indicates the stress-free reference configuration, state “R” indicates the
configuration after in situ strain has been applied, and State “r” is the config-
uration after nonlinear FE equilibrium iterations achieve a minimum-energy
configuration.

HereF0→R represents the deformation gradient due to the in575

situ strains andFR→ r is the deformation gradient that results576

from subsequently applied loads. 577

To apply Eq.(1)directly, all nine components of the defor-578

mation gradient due to in situ strain,F0→R, must be measured 579

at every location in the ligament. It is much easier to mea-580

sure the local fiber stretchλexp from contrast markers that 581

have been distributed along the local fiber direction,a0. Fur- 582

ther, direct application of Eq.(1) requires that the stress-free583

geometry of the ligament is available. As noted in Section3 584

above, it is much easier to obtain the geometry of the liga-585

ment directly from medical image data in the configuration586

R.With these constraints on the available data, the challenge587

is to apply an experimentally measured in situ strain distribu-588

tion to an FE model that was generated using geometry from589

configurationR. 590

The fiber stretch that corresponds to the total deforma-591

tion gradientF0→ r is defined asλ0→ r . Similarly, the fiber 592

stretches corresponding toFR→ r andF0→R are defined as 593

λR→ r andλ0→ r , respectively. With these definitions, Eq.(1) 594

implies: 595

λ0→r = λR→rλ0→R (2) 596

5.2. Iterative update procedure 597

ci-598
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ial joints, typical in situ strains are approximately 3–1
17,19], and there is not a joint configuration in which
n situ strain is homogeneous. The resulting forces tha
ransmitted to the ligament insertion sites provide joint
ility even in relatively neutral joint configurations[17,19].
he absence of these forces would result in a less stable
condition that would be exacerbated by the upwardly

ave tensile stress–strain behavior of ligaments. Failu
nclude in situ strain in FE models of ligaments can lea
arge errors in subsequent calculations of stress and ins
ite forces[25].

The experimental measurement of in situ strain is c
enging. Typically, contrast markers are attached to the
ment and the spatial positions of the markers are rec
efore and after separating the ligament from its inser

o bone[132]. This measurement provides information ab
he in situ strains on the surface of the ligament. We
eveloped a method to apply this in situ strain distribu

o FE models of ligaments. The development extends
revious method[133] to allow the exact enforcement
xperimentally measured in situ strains.

.1. Multiplicative decomposition of deformation
radient

Three configurations are introduced—the stress-free
0), the in situ strain state (R), and the current, deformed st
r) (Fig. 5). The multiplicative decomposition of the to
eformation gradient,F0→ r yields:

0→r = FR→rF 0→R (1)
JJBE 999 1–1

In situ strain is introduced in the FE formulation by spe
ying FR0at each integration point. During the nonlinear
nalysis, minimization of total system energy will determ
FR→ r that balances the externally applied forces, bo
ry conditions, and internal stresses. As a result, in ge
0→ r will not equalF0→R and the total fiber stretchλ0→ r

ill not equal the experimentally measured fiber stretchλexp.
his is especially problematic for ligament geometries
emonstrate curvature and variation in cross-section a

heir length, and for applying in situ strain distributio
hat are inhomogeneous. Thus, the objective is to en
he constraintλ0→ r =λexp before applying any addition
orces/displacements to the ligament FE model.
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As an initial estimate,F0→R was assumed to consist of611

a uniaxial stretchλ0→R along the fiber direction in a local612

coordinate system aligned with the fiber direction. The defor-613

mation gradient due to in situ strains in a coordinate system614

with the “11” direction aligned with the local fiber direction615

is then:616

[F 0→R] =




λ0→R 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1


 . (3)617

This tensor is transformed to the global coordinate system618

for computation ofF0→ r :619

F 0→R = QF 0−R, (4)620

whereQ is a rotation between the fiber coordinate system and621

the global coordinate system.622

An iterative update procedure was implemented to enforce623

the constraintλ0→ r =λexp. Using Eq.(2), this constraint can624

be rewritten as:625

λR→rλ0→R = λexp. (5)626

SinceλR→ r is determined by the minimization of energy in627

the nonlinear FE program, Eq.(5) is rewritten as a constraint628

onλ0→R:629

λ630

iter-631

a
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633
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u t the636

m ions).637

tive638

m tion639

a in a640

t641

5642

with643

m f the644

s od-645

e s to646

a s of647

a648

and B). Three-field hexahedral elements were used[107]and 649

material coefficients and constitutive model were based on650

our previous study[7]. Without augmentations, the attempt651

to apply a uniform strain fails miserably, as the freedom of652

elements to move during the equilibrium iterations results in653

a highly nonuniform strain distribution that is much lower654

than the target value of 3% (Fig. 6C). With augmentations, 655

the fiber strain distribution converges quickly to the desired656

homogenous distribution (Fig. 6D–F). 657

5.4. Test problem—femur–medial collateral 658

ligament–tibia complex 659

This problem demonstrates the effectiveness of the aug-660

mented Lagrangian technique in a three-dimensional model661

of the MCL that includes nonuniform ligament cross-section,662

curvature as the MCL wraps around the tibia and a highly663

inhomogeneous in situ strain distribution. A subject-specific664

FE model of the human femur–MCL–tibia complex was con-665

structed[7]. For this same knee, the in situ strain distribution666

was measured experimentally at 0 degrees of knee flexion,667

and the material coefficients for the transversely isotropic668

constitutive model were based on experimental material test-669

ing of the MCL [44,108]. Experimental in situ strain data670

(λexp− 1) were interpolated over the FE mesh to provide a671

smooth, continuous distribution (Fig. 7, left panel). The in situ 672
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0→R = λexp

λR→r

. (6)

Eq.(6)was enforced using an augmented Lagrangian
tive update ofλ0→R [134,135]at the integration points:

This iteration procedure is referred to as the Uzawa a
ithm[136,137]. The constraint in Eq.(6)can be satisfied to
ser-defined tolerance (usually TOL = 0.05, implying tha
ultipliers changes by less than 5% between augmentat
This approach is not limited to any particular constitu

odel for the ligament, although in practice the direc
0 is selected to correspond to the local fiber direction
ransversely isotropic hyperelastic constitutive model.

.3. Test problem-curvature

As mentioned previously, the curvature associated
any ligaments as they wrap around bones is one o

ources of problems when applying in situ strains to FE m
ls of ligaments. In this test problem, the objective wa
pply a uniform fiber strain of 3% along the curved axi
n FE mesh that was fully constrained on both ends (Fig. 6A
 P
R

O

JJBE 999 1–1

train distribution was then applied to the MCL using Eq(1)
ithout augmentations. Contact and load transfer betw

he MCL and bones was accommodated using the pe
ethod[138].

Using the standard procedure without augmentation y
total in situ fiber strain (λ0→ r − 1) that is much lower an

ess inhomogeneous than the target in situ strain distrib
compare left and middle panels ofFig. 7). In contrast, a
OL of 0.05 was achieved with six augmentations using
lgorithm described above, and the resulting in situ strain

ribution is nearly identical to the experimental distribut
compare left and right panels ofFig. 7). The small differ
nces between these two images are the result of using
alues for interpolation in the left panel and enforcing
onstraint at the integration points in the right panel.

.5. Alternative approaches

Even greater complications arise when one wishe
onsider in vivo studies of ligament mechanics on a pat
pecific basis. With a database of in situ strain values fo
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Fig. 6. Test problem of a curved test sample to demonstrate performance of the iterative update procedure to enforce in situ fiber strain. The objectiveis to
achieve an in situ fiber tensile strain of 3%. (A) Top view of FE mesh. Nodes at both ends are fully constrained. The local fiber direction is oriented from
left-to-right. (B) Side view of the same FE mesh. The local fiber direction follows the curvature of the element edges. (C) Top and side views of the deformed
FE mesh after specifying a uniform in situ fiber strain of 3% using Eq.(1). Fringe values are fiber strain. Legend applies to panels C–F. Note that the fiber
strain is highly inhomogeneous and values at every location are lower than the desired value of 3%. (D) Fringe plots of fiber strain on deformed FE mesh after
one iterative update using Eq.(6). (E) Fringe plots of fiber strain after two iterative updates. (F) Fringe plots of fiber strain after five iterative updates. The fiber
strain is completely uniform and has achieved a value of 3%.

Fig. 7. Augmented Lagrangian enforcement of an experimental in situ strain distribution on an FE model of the human femur–medial collateral ligament
(MCL)–tibia complex. Left panel-experimentally measured in situ strain distribution at 0 degrees of knee flexion. Middle panel-result after applying the in situ
strain distribution to the MCL using Eq.(1) with no augmentations. The total in situ fiber strain(λ0→ r−1) is much lower and less inhomogeneous than the
target in situ strain distribution (compare left and middle panels). Right panel-results after six augmentations using the augmented Lagrangian algorithm. The
resulting in situ strain distribution is nearly identical to the experimental distribution (compare left and right panels). The small differences between these two
images are the result of using nodal values for the interpolation in the left panel and enforcing the constraint at the integration points in the right panel.
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ferent ligaments, population-average values of in situ strain692

can be used in patient-specific FE models. However, this693

approach can only provide population-average predictions694

of strain under subsequent externally applied loads, as FE695

predictions of stress/strain are highly sensitive to the in696

situ strain distributions[7]. To circumvent this difficulty, a697

population-average in situ strain distribution could be scaled698

to an individual patient based on patient-specific measure-699

ments of initial joint laxity (assuming that a correlation could700

first be established in vitro).701

6. Verification and validation702

The phrase “verification and validation” has become pop-703

ular in the recent literature on computational mechanics (see704

e.g[139,140]). In the context of the present paper, verifica-705

tion refers to the process of determining whether or not an FE706

model of a ligament can be used to represent the underlying707

principles of continuum mechanics with sufficient accuracy.708

Verification has two parts: (1) testing the ability of constitu-709

tive models, element technology, contact algorithms, etc. in710

an FE program to reproduce known analytical solutions to711

idealized problems within some well defined error tolerance,712

and (2) a posteriori error estimates, such as mesh convergence713

studies. Validation refers to comparison of FE model predic-714
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is capable of describing a particular type of deformation, an743

investigator may study simple problems of shear and bend-744

ing, and compare predictions to analytical solutions. Finally,745

the spatial discretization error inherent in the FE method is746

assessed by performing mesh convergence studies. Since all747

FE structural models produce a solution that is “too stiff”748

when compared to known solutions and can only reproduce749

the exact analytical solution as elements become infinitely750

small, the assessment of overall model stiffness is typically751

investigated as a function of mesh density. By performing752

numerous solutions of a similar problem with different mesh753

resolutions, the investigator can determine the mesh res-754

olution that provides sufficient accuracy for the needs of755

the study at hand. All aspects of the verification process756

should be performed before any model validation tests are757

pursued. 758

6.2. Validation 759

The comparison of model predictions to experimental760

measurements constitutes the validation process. As men-761

tioned above, there is no way to completely validate a model.762

One must pose specific hypotheses about model predictions763

along with tolerable errors. Validation is the most challeng-764

ing aspect of the FE modeling of ligament mechanics, as765

it requires accurate experimental measurements of quanti-766
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ions with experimental measurements. It should be n
hat there is no way to completely verify or validate an
odel of ligament mechanics. This is analogous to the

hat scientific theories cannot be proven but only dis-pro
141]. However, once an exception is found, it invalida
hat particular prediction or set of predictions under the
itions that were investigated. The investigator must
pecific hypotheses regarding model verification and va
ion, along with appropriately chosen tolerances, and the
hese hypotheses. Repeated rejection of the null hypo
that the model does not reproduce the underlying princ
f mechanics or that the model does not predict experim

al data) for tests of the model’s descriptive and predic
apabilities provides confidence in the use of the mode
ecision making.

.1. Verification

Verification includes the assurance that constitutive m
ls give the correct predictions for simple loading ca

hat specific types of finite elements can reproduce de
odes of deformation (e.g., bending, shear) and that th
esh used to discretize the domain is of sufficient sp

esolution to provide the desired degree of accuracy. T
ssurances may be made by investigating both idealized

ems/geometries and by working with the actual geom
f the FE model. In the case of the constitutive model,
ust verify that the numerical implementation can reprod

arious analytical solutions, such as for uniaxial, biaxial
hear loading. To verify that a particular type of finite elem
 P
R

O
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ies that are difficult to measure. Further, the computati
iomechanist is often inappropriately trained or ill-equip

o perform the necessary experiments. An appropriate co
rator is critical in this situation, as the use of experime
ata in the literature for validation can present a numb
roblems.

FE models of ligament mechanics are typically desig
ith the hope of predicting stress and strain distributi

nsertion site forces and contact forces as ligaments
round bones and other ligaments. These quantities are
sed for model validation[7,23]. It is inappropriate to rel
olely on yes/no hypotheses for comparison of FE predic
ith experimental data. Acceptance of the null hypoth

hat model predictions are “not significantly different” fro
xperimental measurements does not provide a good m
o perform model validation, since this conclusion says n
ng by itself of statistical power or the amount of variation
he experimental data that may be explained by the m
egression analyses provide a convenient way to a

he correlation between FE predictions and experime
easurements[7]. When interpreting any type of statistic

esults regarding FE model validation, one must conside
agnitude of errors that are associated with the experim
easurements.
Experimental measurements of insertion site reac

orces, global joint kinematics and ligament strains have
sed in the validation process for FE models of ligam

7,12,23,25,142]. Insertion site forces and global joint kin
atics can be measured in an experimental setting usin
f several different methods[31,143,144]. These are “globa
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or “integrated” measurements in terms of model validation,797

since numerous assumptions associated with the FE model798

contribute to the accuracy of such a prediction. The inabil-799

ity of an FE ligament model to predict insertion site forces or800

joint kinematics within some pre-defined error band indicates801

a problem somewhere, but does not localize the problem to802

the constitutive model, mesh, or boundary conditions. How-803

ever, the ability of an FE ligament model to predict insertion804

site forces or joint kinematics does not provide validation of805

its ability to predict local ligament stresses and strains. The806

latter quantities indicate the potential for local tissue injury807

and remodeling, which are often of more interest to the ana-808

lyst. A combined approach, including measurement of joint809

kinematics, insertion site forces and local ligament strains,810

provides a framework for the most thorough validation of FE811

models of ligament mechanics. When assessing agreement812

between experimental measurements and computational pre-813

dictions, it is important to quantify the errors associated with814

the experimental measurements. For instance, in the measure-815

ment of ligament strain, errors are the result of the inherent816

accuracy/precision of the measurement method[145] as well817

as any uncertainty in defining the reference (stress-free) con-818

figuration.819

6.3. Sensitivity studies820
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of FE models of ligaments. The authors hope that this infor-848

mation will assist other investigators in their research and849

provide guidelines for the development and critical assess-850

ment of ligament FE models. The methodologies described851

in this work can be readily adapted to the study of many852

different ligamentous structures and joints. This should pro-853

vide a solid foundation for further studies of ligament injury,854

healing, and patient-specific clinical treatment. There are a855

number of areas where further research is desperately needed856

to advance the state of the art, and these are discussed indi-857

vidually below. 858

The development and validation of whole-joint mod-859

els that include three-dimensional ligament geometries is860

an area where further research is needed. The difficulty861

with validation of these models is that models of individ-862

ual ligaments must be validated separately. Without such863

an approach, it is impossible to determine the predictive864

capability of these models beyond prediction of overall joint865

kinematics. Although the literature contains many examples866

of whole-joint models, few use three-dimensional represen-867

tations for the ligaments and none have been validated using868

the approaches described in Section6 above. 869

The construction of three-dimensional FE models of lig-870

aments can be extremely time consuming due to the need871

to acquire three-dimensional geometry from medical image872

data, segment the ligaments and bones of interest, and gener-873
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Inputs to an FE model, whether measured experimen
r obtained from the literature, should not be assumed
bsolute known quantities. As an example, consider ma
oefficients for a constitutive model. These material co
ients may be based on subject-specific measurements
opulation averages. In the former case, there is uncer

n these coefficients due to the inherent errors in experim
easurements. In the latter case, the coefficients repre
opulation average, and thus, have some well-defined
nce. In both cases, it is desirable to characterize the

ivity of FE model predictions to variations in the mate
oefficients. The magnitude of the variations may be
en, based on the standard deviations of the populati
ased on knowledge of the errors associated with the e

mental measurements. This is even more important in
ommon case of model input parameters for which ex
ental data are not available. In this situation, the param

hould be varied over a wide range, based on the ana
ssessment of physically reasonable/admissible values

ype of sensitivity study (or parameter study) can yield im
ant insight into the physics of the model, and thus, imp
onfidence in model predictions. Sensitivity studies shou
erformed for both experimentally measured and “assum
odel inputs.

. Discussion and future directions

The objective of this paper was to describe techni
hat can facilitate the construction, analysis and valida
 P
R

O
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te FE meshes. This process is especially difficult for im
ata obtained in vivo, since the boundaries of soft tis

n MR and CT images are difficult to discern. Impro
ents in MR imaging sequences for ligaments are ne

o provide better contrast and signal. This alone will gre
acilitate the extraction of three-dimensional geometric in

ation from images acquired in vivo. Although tools
egmentation are quite mature and effective, similar too
esh generation remain difficult to use and cannot pro
utomatically generated meshes that can yield accura
olutions.

There are a number of areas related to constitutive
ls for ligaments that will benefit from further research
evelopment. One goal of the analysis of ligament mech

s to assess the propensity for injury under various e
ally applied loading conditions. This requires suitable

eria for material failure, and data in the literature on
aterial failure of ligaments is entirely based on un

al testing along the predominant fiber direction. Additio
xperimental data are needed to develop multiaxial m
ial failure theories for these anisotropic materials. Fur
mprovements in constitutive models may be made by a b
nderstanding of the contribution of the “ground substa

o continuum level material properties. The exact m
nisms by which proteoglycans influence ligament m
ial properties remain to be determined. Finally, the
f fluid flow in ligament material behavior is still poor
nderstood. Data on the permeability of ligament, along

ransverse to the fiber direction, will help to clarify th
ffects.
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The representation of ligament insertions to bone in FE903

models must be refined to better represent stress transfer,904

and thus provide improved predictions of the potential for905

failure at the insertion sites. Ligament insertion sites reduce906

the stress concentrations that naturally occur as forces are907

transferred across the ligament–bone interface. The junction908

between the soft tissue of ligaments and the hard tissue of909

bones is complex and can vary greatly between ligaments as910

well as between the two ends of the same ligament. Liga-911

ment insertion sites have been broadly categorized into two912

categories, direct and indirect. Direct insertion sites are gen-913

erally well-defined areas with a sharp boundary between914

the bone and the attaching ligament occurring over a dis-915

tance of less than 1 mm[84]. The collagen fibrils quickly916

pass out of normal ground substance matrix and continue917

through zones of fibrocartilage, mineralized fibrocartilage,918

and finally into bone[146]. Most of the fibrils at direct919

insertion sites are deep fibrils that meet the bone at approxi-920

mately right angles. Indirect insertion sites attach to the bone921

over a broader area than direct insertion sites and have a922

more gradual transition between hard and soft tissue. The923

superficial fibers dominate at indirect sites and their attach-924

ment to bone occurs mainly through fibers blending with925

the periosteum. The deep fibers of indirect insertions have926

been shown to attach directly to bone at acute angles with-927

out the fibrocartilagenous transitional zone observed in direct928
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